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MU-53L

Uni-directional premium lavalier microphone in black. 10mm
diameter terminated to mini xlr.

£38.00

£45.60

MU-53LS

Uni-directional premium lavalier microphone in beige. 10mm
diameter terminated to mini xlr.

£38.00

£45.60

MS-15

Instrument mounting bracket for MU-53L

£20.00

£24.00

MU-55L

Omni-directional sub-miniature lavalier microphone in black. 4.5mm
diameter terminated to mini xlr.

£74.00

£88.80

MU-55LS

Omni-directional sub-miniature lavalier microphone in beige. 4.5mm
diameter terminated to mini xlr.

£74.00

£88.80

MU-53HN

Uni-directional premium sweat resistant headworn microphone in
black. 10mm diameter mic element terminated to mini xlr.

£86.00

£103.20

MU-53HNS

Uni-directional premium sweat resistant headworn microphone in
beige. 10mm diameter mic element terminated to mini xlr.

£86.00

£103.20

MU-55HN

Omni-directional pro waterproof headworn microphone in black.
4.5mm diameter mic element terminated to mini xlr.

£111.00

£133.20

MU-55HNS

Omni-directional pro waterproof headworn microphone in fleshtone.
4.5mm diameter mic element terminated to mini xlr.

£111.00

£133.20

MU-13

Single-sided omni-directional earworn mic in beige with detachable
boom. Terminated to 4-pin mini XLR.

£123.00

£147.60

MU-210

Uni-directional headworn mic in beige with detachable boom.
Terminated to 4-pin XLR.

£94.00

£112.80

MU-23

Omni-directional headworn mic in beige with detachable boom.
Terminated to 4-pin XLR.

£135.00

£162.00

MM-202

470mm gooseneck microphone terminated to MIPRO's 4-pin
mini XLR. Proprietary microphone mount design allows 110°
up/down and 300° left/right angle adjustments.

£83.00

£99.60
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MM-202B

370mm gooseneck microphone terminated to MIPRO's 4-pin
mini XLR. Proprietary microphone mount design allows 110°
up/down and 300° left/right angle adjustments.

£78.00

£93.60

MM-202A

130mm gooseneck microphone terminated to MIPRO's 4-pin
mini XLR. Proprietary microphone mount design allows 110°
up/down and 300° left/right angle adjustments.

£71.00

£85.20

MM-202S

130mm gooseneck microphone terminated to MIPRO's 4-pin
mini XLR.

£71.00

£85.20

MD-101

Bodypack transmitter holder, use with MM-202 gooseneck mics
for conferencing.

£19.00

£22.80

MU-40G

Instrument cable with 1/4" jack terminated to mini xlr 1.2 metres
long.

£21.50

£25.80

MJ-53

Condenser microphone adaptor. Mini xlr to standard xlr.

£29.70

£35.64

MJ-40S

4-pin mini XLR connector with screw-lock for compatibility with
Mipro analogue wireless systems.

£14.90

£17.88

LINE IN CABLES FOR MA SERIES
KS.35SJK-BJK5K6-1

3.5mm stereo jack to 1/4" budget mono jack line-in lead, 1m
length. For use with MA-202 and MA-707PA.

£10.37

£12.44

KS.35SJK-BJK5K6-2

3.5mm stereo jack to 1/4" budget mono jack line-in lead, 2m
length. For use with MA-202 and MA-707PA.

£11.15

£13.38

KS.35SJK-BJK5K6-3

3.5mm stereo jack to 1/4" budget mono jack line-in lead, 3m
length. For use with MA-202 and MA-707PA.

£11.93

£14.32

KS.35SJK-BJK5K6-5

3.5mm stereo jack to 1/4" budget mono jack line-in lead, 5m
length. For use with MA-202 and MA-707PA.

£13.48

£16.18

KS.35SJK-PH5K6-1

3.5mm stereo jack to single phono line-in lead, 1m length. For
use with MA-705, MA-708 and MA-808PA.

£10.74

£12.89

KS.35SJK-PH5K6-2

3.5mm stereo jack to single phono line-in lead, 2m length. For
use with MA-705, MA-708 and MA-808PA.

£11.51

£13.81

KS.35SJK-PH5K6-3

3.5mm stereo jack to single phono line-in lead, 3m length. For
use with MA-705, MA-708 and MA-808PA.

£12.29

£14.75

KS.35SJK-PH5K6-5

3.5mm stereo jack to single phono line-in lead, 5m length. For
use with MA-705, MA-708 and MA-808PA.

£13.84

£16.61
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MA-101C

This model comes complete with MM-107 wired microphone plus an
additional line input jack. Other types of microphone such as lavalier
or headset can be attached. It can be hand carried, used with the
supplied shoulder strap or mounted on a mic stand. It weighs 2.7kg
and dimensions are 285 x 160 x 178mm. 27 watts of ouput via a
full range 5” speaker operating over the range of 60 — 15,000 Hz.
The rechargeable battery provides 8 hours of continuous use with a
recharge time of 4 hours. Suitable for up to 200 people depending
on orientation.

£192.00

£230.40

MA-101

Single channel wireless version of MA-101c. Includes VHF receiver.
Choices of mic/transmitter options shown below as these are not
included and must be purchased separately. Weight increases by
250g to 2.95kg due to receiver inclusion. Operating time still 8
hours. Choice of 3 VHF frequencies.
MA-101A-CHA = 173.8MHz
MA-101A-CHB = 174.5MHz
MA-101A-CHC = 175.0MHz

£198.00

£237.60

MH-203A

Single channel UHF cardioid condenser handheld wireless
microphone for use with MA-101
Choice of 3 VHF frequencies.
MH-203A-CHA - 173.8MHz
MH-203A-CHB - 174.5MHz
MH-203A-CHC - 175.0MHz

£99.00

£118.80

MT-103A

Single channel body pack transmitter (VHF) for MA-101 with
mini xlr for terminating lavalier, headset or instrument cable.
Mic/cable devices must be purchased separately.
Choice of 3 frequencies
MT-103A-CHA - 173.8MHz
MT-103A-CHB - 174.5MHz
MT-103A-CHC - 175.0MHz

£99.00

£118.80

MA-101U

UHF wireless version of MA-101. Otherwise identical to VHF
version. Choice of 3 UHF frequencies.
MA-101u-CHA = 863.3MHz
MA-101U-CHB = 863.9MHz
MA-101U-CHC = 864.8MHz

£229.00

£274.80

MH-801A

Single channel UHF cardioid condenser handheld wireless
microphone for use with MA-101u.
Choice of 3 VHF frequencies.
MH-801A-CHA - 863.3MHz
MH-801A-CHB - 863.9MHz
MH-801A-CHC - 864.8MHz

£129.00

£154.80

MT-801A

Single channel body pack transmitter (UHF) fro MA-101u with mini
xlr for terminating lavalier, headset or instrument cable.
Mic / cable devices must be purchased separately.
Choice of 3 frequencies
MT-801A-CHA - 863.3MHz
MT-801A-CHB - 863.9MHz
MT-801A-CHC - 864.8MHz

£129.00

£154.80

MA-101 RANGE PORTABLE PA
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£435.00

£522.00

£190.00

£228.00

MA-303S-DR70

The MA-303 is a very compact 55W (RMS) portable PA system
with built-in single/dual receiver and USB options. The built-in
multichannel receivers offer extremely quick ACT channel setup
with a single button.
The compact unit measures just 210 × 276 × 165mm and
houses a 1" tweeter and 5" woofer for fullrange response. It
includes a USB input socket and a powerful lithium battery
offering up to 9 hours operation from a single charge. The unit
can be mounted on an MS30 tripod stand for elevation.

£350.00

£420.00

MA-303S-CH38

MA-303 with single built-in receiver tuned to Channel 38. Note
that all frequencies in Channel 38 require a valid licence for
legal UK operation.

£350.00

£420.00

MA-303SUDR70

MA-303 with USB reader/recorder and single built-in receiver
tuned to deregulated Channel 70 for licence-free operation.

£420.00

£504.00

MA-303SUCH38

MA-303 with USB reader/recorder and single built-in receiver
tuned to Channel 38. Note that all frequencies in Channel 38
require a valid licence for legal UK operation.

£420.00

£504.00

MA-303D-DR70

MA-303 with two built-in receivers tuned to deregulated Channel
70 for licence-free operation.

£460.00

£552.00

MA-303D-CH38

MA-303 with two built-in receivers tuned to Channel 38. Note
that all frequencies in Channel 38 require a valid licence for
legal UK operation.

£460.00

£552.00

MA-303DUDR70

MA-303 with USB reader/recorder and two built-in receivers
tuned to deregulated Channel 70 for licence-free operation.

£530.00

£636.00

MA-202 PORTABLE PA
The MA-202 is a powerful, efficient 55W portable PA unit with carry
strap, lithium-polymer battery and transmitter storage/charging
compartment. Includes high-quality two-way speaker, mic & line jack
inputs with both USB and SD card inputs for versatility. A standard 4MA-202-DR70
hour charge will provide 8 hours continuous operation. 3.1kg,
dimensions 206 x 163 x 306mm (HWD).Tuned to Band DR70 (863865MHz), the unit utilises ACT and AutoScan technology for fast,
easy setup and synchronisation

Handheld transmitter mic for use with MA-202 portable PA.
Features slide on/off swicth and volume control, with lanyard
ACT-202T-DR70 attachment for handsfree operation. A compartment is provided in
the MA-202 unit for transmitter charging. Simpley slot the mic into
place (transmitter will charge even if unit is not powered on).

MA-303 PORTABLE PA
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MA-303 PORTABLE PA
MA-303DUCH38

MA-303 with USB reader/recorder and two built-in receivers
tuned to Channel 38. Note that all frequencies in Channel 38
require a valid licence for legal UK operation.

£530.00

£636.00

ACT-30H-DR70

Multichannel ACT handheld transmitter mic on band DR70. For
use with DR70 receivers only.

£176.00

£211.20

ACT-30H-CH38

Multichannel ACT handheld transmitter mic on Channel 38. For
use with Channel 38 receivers only.

£176.00

£211.20

ACT-30T-DR70

Multichannel miniature ACT bodypack transmitter on band
DR70. Mic/cable devices must be purchased seperately. For
use with DR70 receivers only.

£164.00

£196.80

ACT-30T-CH38

Multichannel miniature ACT bodypack transmitter on Channel
38. Mic/cable devices must be purchased seperately. For use
with Channel 38 receivers only.

£164.00

£196.80

MA-705PA

The entry level configurable package. Code relates to the system
only, CD player or wireless receivers are optional. Please note this
system accepts multichannel receivers only, for fixed receiver options
see MA-705PAQ. Included is a 50w power stage via an 8" full range
speaker for exceptionally high quality reproduction of voice or
programme music for up to 600 people. The rechargeable battery
provides 4 to 6 hours of continuous operation after a 6 hour charge.
Up to 2 MRM-70 receiver modules and one CDM-2 CD player
module can be added. The 705 also accepts wired microphones,
MP3 players or a variety of external sources. Transmitter (optional)
batteries are recharged in the unit and there is a compartment to
house the transmitters in transit. Weight is 9.8kg, dimensions
400×285×225mm. 96dB spl @1w/1m.

£389.00

£466.80

MA-705PAD

As above with CD/MP3 player pre-fitted. Transmitter and receiver
options must be purchased separately.

£695.00

£834.00

MA-705EXP

Passive extension speaker for MA-705.

£224.00

£268.80

MA-705 PORTABLE PA- FOR MULTICHANNEL RECEIVERS
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MA-707PA

System only without receiver, cassette or CD options. Accepts 2 x
Wireless receivers (UHF or VHF) plus wired microphones, internal
Cassette/CD and an external line source. 2x jack line out, 1x xlr line
in, 1x jack line in. All can be controlled via the built-in mixer. An 8
hour charge provides 6 to 8 hours continuous operation. Can also
be powered via an external 12v source. A charging tray for
transmitter batteries and storage compartment keeps everything in
one, tidy place. Weighing in at 13.5kg the MA-707 has a 70w rms
power stage & sensitivity of 96dB spl @1w/1m. Dimensions:
445×310×240mm.

£499.00

£598.80

MA-707PAD

MA-707 Portable PA as above with CDM-2P pre-fitted. Without
cassette or receiver options.

£795.00

£954.00

MA-707EXP

Passive extension speaker for MA-707 with an impedance of 4
ohms. In common with all Mipro extension speakers, it operates in
series with the main unit to avoid impedance issues. For instance,
the MA-707 with a single EXP has a total impedance of 8 ohms.

£242.00

£290.40

MA-708PA

A step up form the MA-707, the MA-708 deliveres a substantial
180 Watts of exceptionally clear sound reinforcement from a
compact, rugged enclosure. This powerful PA accepts up to 4 MRM70-8X ACT receiver modules (extra fitting plate required for
additional 2 modules) and can also accept MT-90 wireless
transmitter modules for system linking.
Features:
·
Voice priority feature mutes music when mic is used.
·
Active limiter keeps sound clean when driven hard
·
3 power options: AC, DC or rechargeable battery
·
Echo effect control
·
Retractable handle and sturdy wheels
·
4-segment meter displays battery level

£769.00

£922.80

MA-708PAD

MA-708 with CD/MP3 module factory-installed

£1,085.00

£1,302.00

MA-708EXP

Passive extension speaker for use with MA-708PA. Includes 2m
cable.

£348.00

£417.60

MA-808PA

The MA-808 features a huge 250 watt output, suitable for crowds
of up to 2,000 people. Sold as system only without receiver or CD
options. Accepts 2 x Wireless receivers (ACT) plus wired
microphones, internal CD and an external line source. All can be
controlled via the built-in mixer. An 8 hour charge provides 8 hours
continuous operation. Features a 4 segment battery 'fuel gauge'.
Can also be powered via an external 12v source. A voice priority
feature mutes the music when microphone is used. A charging tray
for transmitter batteries and storage compartment keeps everything
in one, tidy place and a retractable handle makes for easy
transportation. The MA-808 weighs 20.5kg, dimensions
460×560×350mm. Does not accept extension speaker.

£1,400.00

£1,680.00

MA-808PAD

As above with CD/MP3 player pre-fitted. Transmitter and receiver
options must be purchased separately.

£1,700.00

£2,040.00

MA-808EXP

Passive wired extension speaker for MA-808PA. Supplied with 10m
cable.

£700.00

£840.00

MA-707 PORTABLE PA

MA-708 PORTABLE PA

MA-808 PORTABLE PA
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CDM-05

Skip-free CD & MP3 player for MA-705, MA-808 and MA-909.
Includes pitch control.

£283.00

£339.60

CDM-07

Skip-free CD & MP3 player for MA-707 only. Includes pitch control.

£299.00

£358.80

CDM-08

Skip-free CD & MP3 player for MA-708, MA-808. Includes pitch
control.

£299.00

£358.80

7AE017

Auto-reverse cassette player and recorder for MA-707 only.

£111.00

£133.20

ACT-30H-DR70

Multichannel ACT handheld transmitter mic on band DR70. For use
with DR70 receivers only.

£176.00

£211.20

ACT-30H-CH38

Multichannel ACT handheld transmitter mic on channel 38. For use
with Channel 38 receivers only.

£176.00

£211.20

ACT-30T-DR70

Multichannel ACT bodypack transmitter on band DR70. Mic/cable
devices must be purchased seperately. For use with DR70 receivers
only.

£164.00

£196.80

ACT-30T-CH38

Multichannel ACT backpack transmitter on channel 38. Mic/cable
devices For use with Channel 38 receivers only.

£164.00

£196.80

MRM-70-DR70

New multichannel receiver module on UK deregulated band DR70
(863-865MHz). For use with DR70 transmitters only.

£99.00

£118.80

MA SERIES MODULES FOR MA-705, MA-707, MA-708, MA-808
New multichannel receiver module on UK Channel 38 (606614MHz). For use with Channel 38 transmitters only.

£99.00

£118.80

Dual MRM-DR70 multichannel receiver modules with fitting kit for
MRM-72-DR70- top slot of MA-708 and MA-808 PA systems. Note this module uses
EDGE
and EDGE connector fitting, please ensure you have a compatible PA.
Call us for more information.

£245.00

£294.00

Dual MRM-CH38 multichannel receiver modules with fitting kit for
MRM-72-CH38- top slot of MA-708 and MA-808 PA systems. Note this module uses
EDGE
and EDGE connector fitting, please ensure you have a compatible PA.
Call us for more information.

£245.00

£294.00

£199.00

£238.80

MRM-70-CH38

MTM-90-CH38EDGE

Wireless transmitter module with fixing plate and rear edge
connector
Multichannel UHF PLL-synthesised transmitter module with fixing kit
to fit MA-708PA and MA-808PA. Quick and simple to install, it
features a scan button with numeric LED to display working channel
making it simple to tune to the required channel. The programmed
frequency is stored in the internal memory, even after powering off,
until adjusted using the Scan function. The fixing tray accepts one
module with storage tray for a body pack transmitter.
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MA SERIES ACCESSORIES

SW-20

Set of 10 coloured foam windscreens for MIPRO handheld
transmitters.

£4.70

£5.64

MJ-70

Remote muting switch for ACT-30T bodypack transmitter.

£15.00

£18.00

SC-10

Protective carry & storage bag for MA-101. Has pouches for
transmitters and other accessories.

£24.75

£29.70

SC-20

Protective carry & storage bag for MA-202. Has pouches for
transmitters and other accessories.

£27.21

£32.65

SC-30

Protective carry bag for MA-303. Has internal pouches for
transmitters and other accessories.

£28.50

£34.20

SC-50

Protective carry & storage bag for MA-705. Has pouches for
transmitters and other accessories.

£29.70

£35.64

SC-70

Protective carry & storage bag for MA-707. Has pouches for
transmitters and other accessories.

£37.00

£44.40

SC-75

Protective carry & storage bag for MA-708. Has pouches for
transmitters and other accessories.

£46.00

£55.20

SC-80

Protective carry & storage bag for MA-808. Has pouches for
transmitters and other accessories.

£55.00

£66.00

MS-30

Microphone type stand for mounting 101 series.

£28.50

£34.20

MS-70

Lightweight tripod stand for MA-705, MA-707 & MA-808.

£67.00

£80.40

MS-50

Desktop microphone stand with adjustable arm.

£66.00

£79.20

MS-80

Floor-standing tripod microphone stand with adjustable arm.

£75.00

£90.00
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MA SERIES ACCESSORIES

MB-10

14.8V, 2.6AH rechargeable lithium battery for MA-303 system.

£94.00

£112.80

MB-25

16.8V, 3AH rechargeable lithium-polymer battery for MA-202

£94.00

£112.80

MB-30

Replacement rechargeable battery for MA-101 series (except MA101ACT). 12v, 2.7Ah leak-free unit.

£34.60

£41.52

MB-70

Replacement or spare 12v, 4.5Ah leak-free rechargeable battery for
MA-707 & MA-808. Two batteries required for MA-808.

£34.60

£41.52

